
PADLOK™ PAD HOLDERS

TRAXOFF™

Scrub away dirt and grime
These pads pack a lot of scrubbing action. They can 
be used on floors or walls to clean hard surfaces.

Traxoff's unique pads are aggressive enough to remove black 
heel marks from floors, but they won’t damage floor finishes. 
This versatile scrubber can also be used to clean metal window 
frames and many other surfaces. The Traxoff tool is lightweight 
yet strong, and threads onto any threaded handle. 

The three-inch by nine-inch Padlok tool holders offer a multitude of 
possible uses. Choose from the handheld version or our swivel tool with 
universal locking collar then pair it with the 10-inch utility pad of your 
choice and scrub away dirt and grime.

These 10-inch by 4-inch pads fit the Padlok pad holders above. 
Choose from five levels of abrasiveness to suit the task at hand.

padlok™ pad holders utility cleaning pads

item description pack

165 hand held 2

166 swivel type 10

167† swivel - w/pads 1

†№167 c/w 1-white, 1-blue, 1-brown pad

item description pack

470 kit, includes 5 pads 10

471 replacement pads, 20/case 1

item description pack

690 white – soft

20
691 blue – medium

692 brown – med/stiff

693 black – aggressive

694 black – extra aggressive

696† green - scour scrubby 40

† №696 is a handheld scrubber and doesn’t fit Padlok.

SPONGE MOPS

FLOOR SIGNS

These thirsty sponge mops are versatile 
These sponge mops can be used on all 
kinds of surfaces, from floors to walls.

sponge & roller  mop

item roller mop pack

73 roller complete 6
173 refill roller - 12 in.

item description pack

86097 wet floor - trilingual 10
86098 caution - trilingual

item sponge mop pack

70 complete 10

174 mop refill 12

Floor signs alert the public to the dangers of slippery, wet floors or other 
hazards that pose a safety risk. The 24-inch tall signs fold for convenient 
storage and are printed on both sides in English, French and Spanish.

NEUTRALIZER
Use pre-measured packet of neutralizer, 23 litres of water and one mop to 
neutralize the surface after floor stripping. The floor will start with a 
proper pH of 7-8 for optimum finish performance. This product also 
neutralizes urine in washrooms to prevent odours and permanent 
damage to the floor.

item description pack

1060 72 packets, 1 oz. 1

No-touch mop wring outs..

Trigger on handle 

squeezes out roller.

TIP: Remember to neutralize the  
floor before finishing.

The sponge mop includes a green scrubbing strip and thicker 
cellulose sponge for improved durability.The heavy-duty roller mop 
comes with a 12-inch wide cellulose sponge, zinc-plated steel frame 
and a 48-inch aluminum handle. 167† 165

Tools and replacement pads.
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